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Our Brand Story

Even as a small girl, Gretchen Christine Rossi has always had 
a passion for Beauty, Fashion & Design.  After receiving her 
BA in Psychology from Baylor University, She was quickly 
drawn into the real estate world and found great success in 
not only real estate sales but also interior design.  As a 
matter of fact, Rossi’s success in real estate sales was so 
great that in 2006 that she obtained the prestigious  
“International Presidents Circle” Award from Coldwell 
Banker Real-estate ranking Gretchen in the top 7% of the 
world for sales by Coldwell Banker International.

 Over the last decade, she has continued to explore many 
facets of creativity through performing, interior design, 
Cosmetics, fashion and now motherhood. Gretchen’s 
influence in these categories quickly grew as she was cast  
on the hit Bravo Television Series,  “The Real Housewives of 
Orange County.” 

Now entering its 16th season, the show is a huge 
international success and has recently celebrated over 300 
episodes, reaching over 450 million people worldwide in 
144 counties.  

After spending 5 years  as a regular cast member,  Gretchen 
become one of the breakout stars of the popular series, she 
has gained a loyal fan base of just under 3 million social 
media followers that truly admires her tips on fashion 
beauty and design.  Of late fans are flocking to her social 
pages to learn about the best brands, products and services 
that are all “Gretchen”  approved.  

Ms. Rossi can be seen on Bravo TV, Hulu and streaming on 
NBC’s Peacock network. 
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2008: Multiple TV 

Interviews and 

guest spots

Including Oprah. 

2009: Gretchen

 launches

Gretchen Christine

Cosmetics 

2010: Gretchen launches

Gretchen Christine

Handbags at NYC 

Fashion Week to

Huge Success

2012: Gretchen is 

Cast in the hit bilingual 

TV series Mia Mundo 

for Telemundo

2013: Gretchen launches

“Gretchen Christine

Swim into retail,

Her designs are available

Nation Wide

2014: Gretchen launches 

3 singles, performs in 

Las Vegas 

With both Matt Goss &

The Pussy Cat Dolls

2014: Gretchen appears 

In several 

National TV Commercials

Fiat, Turbo Tax as well

And filming commercials for

Bridesmaids, Smurfs 2

And Titanic 3D

Gretchen can now

Be seen hosting for 

Entertainment News shows 

like Access Hollywood 

and Hollyscoop

Gretchen appears 

on Season 4 of

The Real Housewives

 of Orange County

A small sample of Gretchen’s career highlights

2019 Gretchen Christine 

partners with Dastmalchi, 

a $30,000,000

Portfolio of 

global beauty brands



Gretchen’s 
Personal 

Background 
and History
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Potential Categories



Luggage CosmeticsHandbags

Home FurnishingsSwim

Eyewear

Jewelry Fashion

Categories



Beauty Hydration

Beauty Tools Cuisine

Active Equipment

Haircare Hair Extensions

Active WearFoot wear

Categories



Gretchen’s 
Personal 

Background 
and History
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After obtaining her BA in Psychology from Baylor University, Gretchen’s love of interior design, lead her to a very 

lucrative career in Real Estate.  Here desire to create and perform landed Gretchen on the wildly popular Bravo 

Television series, “The Real Housewives of Orange County.”  Now entering its 17th season, the show is a huge 

international success recently celebrating it’s 310th episode.   

Being owned and syndicated by NBC Universal, it has become a billion-dollar franchise for the network.  Gretchen 

immediately became one of the shows break out stars.  With adoring fans in more than 144 countries, the show has been 

seen by over 400 million people, from the UK to Australia, Canada, Israel, South Africa, Dubai,  Asia and Mexico.  

Gretchen’s Fans are highly engaged millennials. She has more than 635,000 Twitter followers and more than 874,000 

fans on Facebook as well as another 982,000 on Instagram. In addition, with just under 2.5 Million loyal and 

engaged fans, Gretchen Christine Rossi was named top 30 on Twitters top 100 Entrepreneurs to watch.



A small sample of Gretchen Christine Rossi’s Social Media Reach







'Real Housewives':  The Guiltiest Pleasure on Television 

Bravo's billion-dollar empire could soon be worth multiples of that. 2:28 PM PST 1/4/2021 by Leslie 

Bruce, Hollywood Reporter 

If the Housewives shock and repel critics and cultural guardians alike, the public loves them. The season debut drew 5.9 million viewers, 

the franchise's highest-rated season premiere.  Bravo has earned anywhere from $135.6 million to $350 million in just the past two years 
alone from ad sales for Housewives, according to Larry Fried, director of SQAD, a media cost data provider.

With "Housewives" international formats already airing in Greece and Israel, and a Vancouver spinoff to bow in March, NBC Universal 

says casting is under way for a "Housewives" offshoot in France (a make-or-break market because of its broader reach and its potential for 

greater ad revenue), with Australia's Gold Coast, Asia (Indonesia, Singapore and Hong Kong) and the U.K. soon to follow, meaning that the 

"Housewives" would be television's first docu-soap to franchise overseas. Projections show Bravo's billion-dollar empire could soon be 

worth multiples of multiples of that. 



Gretchen is very 

active 

in supporting 

charitable causes

Gretchen donates her time and resources to 
charities that prevent violence against women; 
promote women’s health and that support 
education.  She is an:

» Ambassador for the Verizon Wireless Hope line 
Foundation.

» Nominated as Woman of the year for the Leukemia & 
Lymphoma Society

» Advocate for the Beckstrand Cancer Foundation.

» Active Ambassador for Susan G. Komen Foundation

»  Advocate that Supports the “Make a Wish” society

» Worked with the Breast Cancer Charities of America to 
donate a portion of Gretchen Christine Handbag sales.

» Supports the Angels for Animal Rescue in fostering 
animals to new homes. 
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DBI is an independent index that determines a celebrity's ability to influence brand affinity and consumer purchase intent, 
based on responses from a national survey.

Because recognition is often at the heart of celebrity selection, awareness is given a 60% weighting in the overall DBI score 
calculation. The remaining 40% is calculated using average sub-index scores from the seven key attributes below.  

The key attributes which are measured in the DBI report include:

Awareness Indicates the percentage of respondents who are aware of the celebrity either by name or by face. 

Appeal Measures the likeability of the celebrity. 

Aspiration Measures degree to which respondents feel the celebrity has a life to which they would aspire. 

Breakthrough Indicates degree to which respondents take notice of the celebrity when they appear on TV, film or print. 

Endorsement Reflects degree to which respondents identify the celebrity as being an effective product spokesperson. 

Influence Measures degree to which respondents believe the celebrity is an influence in today’s world. 

Trendsetter Reflects the respondents’ opinion as to the celebrity’s position in regards to trends in society. 

Trust Indicates level of trust that the respondents place in the celebrity’s words and image. 

Overview: Davie Brown Index (DBI)



Gretchen Christine Rossi is perceived to be an appealing, trustworthy celebrity by men and women 18-54.   Although her 
awareness is lower than actresses such as Charlize Theron and Jessica Biel, people perceive her to possess comparable,  
credible endorser attributes such as appeal, breakthrough, endorsement and trust.

Gretchen Rossi DBI: Men and Women 18-54

Gretchen is highly regarded by a broad audience of men and women in America
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Gretchen is perceived to be as effective an endorser as many top female celebrity spokespeople. Her broad 
appeal and comparatively smaller portfolio of brand associations represent an opportunity for any marketer 
seeking to breakthrough to consumers with a fresh, trustworthy personality.
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Gretchen is an effective and under-utilized spokesperson

Gretchen Rossi DBI: Men and Women 18-54 ( endorsement attributes only)
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67 68 67 74 61 63

▪ Lauren Conrad ▪  Jessica Simpson    ▪  Daisy Fuentes    ▪  Bethany Frankel▪  Kristin Cavallari▪ Gretchen Christine 
Rossi



Defining the Gretchen Christine Brand
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Defining the Gretchen Christine Brand
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Gretchen Christine Rossi has become so much more than an  Actress  &  Television Star,  

She is a style Influencer.  Her Illustrious Career in Fashion has made her an International 

taste maker and Style Icon.  

Her diverse and impressive career includes success as an actress, recording artist, model, 

designer, fashion contributor to OK! Magazine and a health and fitness advocate..  Next 

month Gretchen will travel again to the island of Antigua and speak on behalf of a United 

Nations Project educating young woman on gender equality.

 Gretchen Christine's positive Brand Image is aspirational and has mass appeal, 

marketability and a worldwide-reach across all key demographics making her a 

very powerful influencer.

Gretchen’s TV series “The Real Housewives of Orange County” launched a sub-

demographic comprised of wealthy influential people Bravo TV called “Affluencer’s”

Affluencer’s are the most engaged, upscale and educated audience on cable television.  

“The Real Housewives of Orange County” celebrates its 13th season this year and airs 

worldwide in more than 140 markets adding even more to Gretchen’s reach.  Over 400 

Million People have seen the show worldwide.  Gretchen is regularly featured in the fashion 

pages of national Magazines and she appears on national television shows  such as 

“Extra”, “Access Hollywood”, “Entertainment Tonight”, “Chelsea Lately”, 

“Bethany” and “Watch What Happens Live!”

Gretchen Christine continues to extend her reach and increase her brand value through 

exposure to the powerful Millennial demographic.

 

The constant appearance of Gretchen Christine in weekly publications 

has a combined media value of approximately $200,000.00 a month

Source 

An Awesome Opportunity!

While Gretchen Rossi shined in the 2015 New York 
Fashion Week and on Watch What Happens Live, prior to 
that Rossi was invited to Antigua on behalf of the United 
Nations and the Sandals Foundation. They invited her in 
order to speak to an all girls school on the subject of 
gender equality. Click through our gallery to see pictures 
from her trip and get information on what she discussed.

http://www.realmrhousewife.com/?s=gretchen+rossi
http://www.realmrhousewife.com/2015/09/10/gretchen-rossi-talks-nyfw-success-beyond-housewives/
http://www.realmrhousewife.com/2015/09/10/gretchen-rossi-talks-nyfw-success-beyond-housewives/
http://www.realmrhousewife.com/2015/09/22/gretchen-rossi-wwhl-exclusive-photos/


“Affluencer” and “Millennial” fans who follow 
Gretchen across all platforms Buy more and they 

love to talk about it.

— they cultivate large social circles and Share anything they’re passionate 

about with them.   The results are powerful spheres of influence that make 
Gretchen’s fan base Extraordinarily valuable to various industries including 
professional services, fashion, beauty, retail, travel, heath and wellness 
amongst others.

Gretchen’s fans are avid shoppers and:

48% more likely to spend heavily on apparel.
18% more likely to follow the latest trends.
38% more likely to be willing to shop in new stores and/or try new services.
12% more likely to spend more money than expected on Fashion products.
37% more likely to spend $2,000+ on professional services.
16% more likely to be a shopping “Super--‐Influential.”
19% more likely to be a fashion “Super--‐Influential.”

Source 





Gretchen’s personal website boasts over 1.4 million customers.  Her  conversations with those fans help shape 

the demand for professional services, national fashion trends and style conversations.  Her coveted and 

influential fan base is comprised of the most  Advertiser-favored segment of the female and male demographic.  

Social Media

0ver 2.5 Million loyal and engaged fans

Gretchen’s loyal following on Social Media platforms places her voice front and center amongst the most 

Influential demographic. 
Gretchen’s fans are:

24 %  more likely to pay for high-quality items

17 %  more likely to give their friends advice regarding purchasing decisions

19 %  more likely to share by posting reviews and ratings online

30 %  more likely to be influential 

30 %  more likely to have spent over $300 on beauty products in the last year.

25 %  more likely to be a beauty influencer

18 %  more likely to follow fashion trends

www.gretchenchristine.com

30,000+ Unique Visitors a month

Source 

http://www.gretchenchristine.com/




How Gretchen Christine Rossi 
can help build your Brand.



Jared Pavlovitch: Shipping Manager “WantMyLook”          ( The Power of Gretchen Christine)

“ I Have had the privilege of working with Gretchen on many occasions with regard to our social 
media advertising and promotions.  She is always so pleasant and enjoyable to work with, she has 
creative solutions on how to organically market and promote the brands she believe in too her 
extremely loyal fan base,  but at this point please tell her to STOP!   We can’t keep up! and do to 
the incredibly high engagement and the orders she generates with her social media posts; we now 
need to staff up.  This truly is the power of Gretchen Christine.” 

Jared Pavlovitch: Shipping Manager “WantMyLook.com”



Brands realize great success when working 
With Gretchen, as evidenced by them 

coming back  and asking her to post for 
them time and time again!



Good evening, Gretchen,

Congratulations on the fantastic post today!  To date (as of 7:40 pm pst), 
you’ve generated $19,482.52 in gross revenue (361 sales), $9,783.91 of which 
occurred from today’s post alone.  I’m confident many more sales will occur 
over the next week.   With that said, you’re now $5,482.52 above the $6k 
mark.

The next time we issue commission payment to our ambassadors will be 8/20 
and it will cover all “booked” revenue from 8/1- 8/15.  “Booked” revenue 
means shipped and out the door.  

Few notes:

1) It’s very rare to find a celebrity that goes the extra mile to make a fan’s day!  You are 
creating a roadmap, in a way pioneering a guide on how to be successful marketing yourself as 
a celebrity ambassador on Facebook, Instagram & Twitter. I’m sure the offers will be rolling in, 
so please don’t forget us!

2) You look great without makeup.  I cannot tell you how much seeing before & after’s helps 
generate sales from my experience.

3) Your consistency is paying off.  Effective frequency in advertising means, “the average 
person must be exposed to an ad 3x in order to take action” and it’s more evident than ever 
now.  I’m now looking forward to your next post even more.

4) Let us know when you’re free for a happy hour and we can review the other opportunities 
you mentioned in the past.

Have a great night and we are very grateful to have you as a partner.

Best,

Josh Butowsky
Director, Influencer Marketing
d a s t m a l c h i, LLC

31 E. MacArthur Crest
Suite 111
Santa Ana, CA 92707

An open letter from one of our clients



GRETCHEN ROSSI ICONIC VISION:: The valiant muse

Gretchen Rossi is an inspiration for people who strive to live life on their own terms, not to meet other people’s expectations. She 
offers a positive, intelligent voice in the face of hardship. And she has a bold personality that enables her to speak her mind honestly, 
but respectfully. She has achieved success in her career by following her gut. She has achieved balance in life by staring down 
adversity and making choices with her heart, no matter the consequences.

GRETCHEN CHRISTINE ROSSI: is the valiant muse.

Gretchen Rossi Shakes Off Her Haters 

With Taylor Swift Lip Sync: See Real 

Housewives of Orange County Alum's 

Outrageous New Video that got more 

than 350,000 views in the first 24 

hours.

CELEBRITY NEWS MAY. 25, 2020 AT 2:15PM BY ESTHER LEE

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news
http://www.usmagazine.com/contributor/esther-lee
http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/gretchen-rossi-shakes-off-her-haters-with-taylor-swift-lip-sync-video-2015255#dsq-add-a-comment
mailto:?Subject=Gretchen%20Rossi%20Shakes%20Off%20Her%20Haters%20With%20Taylor%20Swift%20Lip%20Sync:%20See%20Real%20Housewives%20of%20Orange%20County%20Alum's%20Outrageous%20New%20Video&body=Check%20out%20this%20story%20from%20Us%20Magazine!%20http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/gretchen-rossi-shakes-off-her-haters-with-taylor-swift-lip-sync-video-2015255


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1r
rb-Scy7t8

Gretchen Christine Rossi 
Hosting Reel

For more information, please 
contact hello@gretchenchristine.com
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